Untargeted $^1$H-NMR Urine Metabolomic Analysis of Preterm Infants with Neonatal Sepsis
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Abstract: One of the most critical medical conditions occurring after preterm birth is neonatal sepsis, a systemic infection with high rates of morbidity and mortality, chiefly amongst neonates hospitalized in Neonatal Intensive Care Units (NICU). Neonatal sepsis is categorized as early-onset sepsis (EOS) and late-onset sepsis (LOS) regarding the time of the disease onset. The accurate early diagnosis or prognosis have hurdles to overcome, since there are not specific clinical signs or laboratory tests. Herein, a need for biomarkers presents, with the goals of aiding accurate medical treatment, reducing the clinical severity of symptoms and the hospitalization time. Through nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) based metabolomics, we aim to investigate the urine metabolomic profile of septic neonates and reveal those metabolites which could be indicative for an initial discrimination between the diseased and the healthy ones. Multivariate and univariate statistical analysis between NMR spectroscopic data of urine samples from neonates that developed EOS, LOS, and a healthy control group revealed a discriminate metabolic profile of septic newborns. Gluconate, myo-inositol, betaine, taurine, lactose, glucose, creatinine and hippurate were the metabolites highlighted as significant in most comparisons.
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1. Introduction

Neonatal sepsis is a systemic inflammatory response to infection, with a wide range and severity of symptoms [1]. The incidence varies all over the world and is quite different among high-, low-, and middle-income countries [2]. According to World Health Organization (WHO), 1.3 to 3.9 million cases are reported annually and 400,000 to 700,000 deaths worldwide [3]. Despite the progress in medical knowledge, neonatal care and antibiotic treatment, sepsis is considered one of the main reasons of morbidity and mortality, especially in very low birth weight (VLBW, <1500 g birth weight) and preterm infants (born before 37 weeks of pregnancy) [4–6]. Extremely preterm infants, whose gestational age (GA) is less than 28 weeks, are at greater risk of sepsis diagnosis [7,8]. However, several studies suggest that also late preterms are highly susceptible to developing sepsis [9–11].

Neonatal sepsis is classified as early onset sepsis (EOS), occurring within 72 h after birth, and late onset sepsis (LOS), 72 h after birth according to the onset time of the findings [12]. The incidence of EOS is 1 to 5 per 1000 live births, decreasing with intrapartum antibiotic therapy [13,14]. Associated with the increasing survival rate of preterm and VLBW infants, LOS rate presents an increase, with neonates weighing less than 750 g having the highest rate of LOS diagnosis [15,16].

Prematurity and low birth weight are among the main risk factors causing sepsis, with premature neonates having three to ten times higher possibility of sepsis diagnosis than normal weight full-term ones [1]. Risk factors and mortality rates differ among early-
and late-onset sepsis [17]. Among the EOS risk factors are fetal distress, low APGAR score, resuscitation of the neonate and multiple pregnancies. Additionally, for low-income countries, as EOS seems to be enhanced from factors such as inadequate antenatal care, unhealthy birth and late recognition of conditions that might induce infections to the mother or the neonate [18]. Factors that can increase risk of LOS are considered mainly invasive procedures, such as surgical interventions, intubation, mechanical ventilation, catheter/probe insertion, long-term parenteral nutrition, frequent blood sampling, low stomach acid and/or insufficient breastfeeding [1].

The pathogenesis of EOS is taking place during the intrapartum period, during which the responsible pathogens are transmitted from mother to neonate [19]. Pathogens causing EOS are usually colonized in maternal genitourinary tract and with the amniotic membrane rupture are transmitted to the fetus or during the labor to neonate [20]. Most frequent EOS’s pathogens are the Gram (+) group B Streptococcus (GBS) followed by the Gram (−) E. Coli bacteria [21]. Pathogens causing LOS can be transmitted during labor or from the environment. LOS is usually caused by nosocomial or environmental pathogens, specifically Coagulase-negative staphylococci (CONS), Gram (−) bacilli and Fungi, especially C. albicans. Apart from differences in the pathogenesis and the time of onset, EOS and LOS have different clinical manifestations [22].

A combination of clinical signs and laboratory findings constitute the diagnosis procedure, with blood culture considered as the “gold” standard [23]. For the physicians, the diagnosis of sepsis is a challenge. The limited diagnostic accuracy of common laboratory tests, such as white blood cell indices and acute phase reactants contribute poorly to the early diagnosis of neonatal sepsis. The diagnostics’ accuracy limitations, in combination with the neonate’s prematurity and survival status as well as the ambiguity of early clinical signs, urge neonatologists to shut out sepsis [24]. Hence, the discovery of new biomarkers, which can easily be detected at an early stage, has occupied the medical and scientific community, with many studies already having been carried out [25].

In this scope, metabolomic analysis could take upon a fundamental role. Detecting and quantifying a wide variety of small molecules, intermediate or final components of metabolic pathways, metabolomics aim to identify the alterations caused by the condition of biological and medical interest. As the outcome of biochemical procedures regulated by proteins derived from genes expression, metabolomics provides the closest relation with the phenotype of an organism, at a specified time frame in correlation with endogenous and exogenous influences. The utilization of metabolomics as a tool for the validation of new biomarkers for early diagnosis or prognosis of pathophysiological conditions is constantly growing.

Before any metabolomic analysis, based on the main question to be answered, the process of the analysis has to be determined. A targeted metabolomics approach is selected when the aim is to measure the levels of a particular set of metabolites which are suspected to have a relation with a condition. An untargeted approach aims to detect and assign as many peaks as possible related to metabolites biofluid, tissue or cell extract under study, identifying the metabolic “fingerprint” [26]. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and mass spectrometry (MS) are the two dominant analytical techniques for metabolomic analysis of biofluids. NMR-based analysis offers numerous advantages and could combine chemometrics and basic clinical research [27].

In the field of neonatology, the interest for a prognostic and diagnostic tool for neonatal sepsis is continuously growing. A urine sample, reflecting a holistic view of the metabolism, is considered as the most appropriate biological fluid for analysis of newborns’ metabolism via NMR spectroscopy. The impact of neonatal sepsis on newborn metabolism has been in the center of interest the last few years and application of metabolomic studies towards the investigation of a specific profile of septic newborns is on demand, but, to establish metabolites as biomarkers, further analysis must be conducted [28–30]. The aim of our study is to reveal those metabolites with differentiated levels among the septic neonates hospitalized in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) and control/healthy neonates.
Such metabolic alterations could lead to early diagnosis of EOS and LOS. To our knowledge, both medical treatment and parenteral nutrition of NICU hospitalization may induce essential metabolic drifts. For this reason, we chose to investigate the comparison of the sepsis metabolic profile with the metabolic profile of NICU hospitalized neonates without severe comorbidities except prematurity, complementary to healthy neonates, whose care after birth was taken over by their mother.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Population

The current study was conducted in the Neonatal Ward and the NICU of the General University Hospital, and the Department of Pharmacy at the University of Patras. Seventy-one (n = 71) neonates were recruited in the study, only after informed consent and parental permission having been provided. The neonates were separated into the following four groups: Group A: Septic neonates diagnosed with EOS (n = 23); Group B: Septic neonates diagnosed with LOS (n = 11); Group C: Preterm neonates without any clinical sign or symptom of sepsis or other serious morbidity (n = 14) hospitalized in the NICU; Group D: Healthy preterm neonates (n = 23) not separated from their mother after birth. All NICU neonates were premature, with GA ranging from 25 to 36 GA weeks, while all healthy non NICU preterm neonates ranged from 35 to 36 GA weeks. For each neonate, the following were recorded: (a) perinatal data such as gestational age (GA), birth weight (BW), sex, delivery mode, premature rupture of membranes and Apgar score; (b) clinical data such as mechanical ventilation, treatment with antibiotics, positive blood cultures, C reactive protein (CRP), and breast feeding. All clinical characteristics and laboratory findings of the neonates participated in this study are listed in Table 1. The biological fluid under study was urine and the samples were collected in the first 24 h after birth for EOS neonates and in the third day of the extrauterine life for LOS neonates. The collection was carried out with the use of adhesive pediatric urine collection bags and 1.5 mL of each collected urine sample was transferred to sterile vials and remained at $-80\,^\circ C$ until the analysis.

Table 1. Clinical characteristics and laboratory findings for septic and control neonates. Median and (minimum–maximum) values of the GA, BW, Apgar Score for the first and tenth minute of life, the number (percentage) of the male sex, the delivery mode (cesarian section), the small for gestational age (SGA) infants, the newborns with premature rupture of membranes (>18 h), treatment with mechanical ventilation and/or antibiotics, blood culture positive (Gram-positive, Gram-negative and fungi) and c reactive protein (CRP).
2.2. Ethical Statement

The study was approved by the General University Hospital of Patras Human Research Ethics Committee and all the procedures performed in this study involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and/or national research committee and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards. A written informed consent was obtained from parents.

2.3. NMR Sample Preparation

The urine samples were stored at −80 °C until analysis. For NMR analysis, frozen urine samples were thawed at room temperature and centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 10 min at 4 °C. For each sample, 540 µL of the supernatant was mixed with 60 µL potassium phosphate buffer (1.5 M KH₂PO₄ in H₂O containing 4% 2 Mm NaN₃ and 10 mM 4,4-dimethyl-4-silapentane-1-sulfonic acid (DSS), pH 4.2). The mixture was vortexed and 590 µL of it was transferred into a 5 mm NMR tube (Bruker BioSpin srl).

2.4. NMR Experiments

The ¹H-NMR spectra were recorded at 298 K on a Bruker Avance III HD 700 MHz NMR spectrometer equipped with a cryogenically cooled 5.0 mm ¹H/¹³C/¹⁵N/D Z-gradient probe. Two kinds of ¹H-NMR spectra were recorded for each urine sample of the study’s participants. A mono-dimensional (1D) NMR spectrum was acquired using a standard NOESY (noesygppr1d.comp; Bruker BioSpin, Billerica, MA, USA) pulse sequence for water suppression, to reveal all the detectable ¹H signals of metabolites. Due to the complexity of urine NMR spectra, as they consist of numerous peaks, presented in a non-distinctive manner, and sometimes overlapped, the identification and further quantification of metabolites using only 1D NMR spectra cannot be accomplished [31]. Hence, for each urine sample, a two-dimensional (2D) J-resolved (jresgpprqf.comp; Bruker BioSpin) spectrum acquired, separating the chemical shifts and J-couplings into two different dimensions, making it a very useful NMR experiment for metabolite assignment in metabolomics [32]. Accurately, the acquisition parameters for the ¹H 1D NMR and 2D J-resolved spectra were 64 scans, 4 dummy scans, FID size 64.536, a spectral width of 10,504 Hz, 3.1 s acquisition time, 2 s a relaxation delay, and 100 ms mixing time [33].

2.5. Data Processing

After the NMR data acquisition, all spectra were manually processed for phase and baseline corrections and calibrated to the internal standard’s DSS peak at 0.00 ppm. The processing was performed using the TopSpin 4.1.1 (Bruker BioSpin srl). For further statistical analysis, all ¹H 1D NOESY NMR spectra were transformed into binned numerical data. Each spectrum was fragmented into buckets of 0.02 ppm width for the spectral region 0.70–9.50 ppm, using the AMIX software (Bruker BioSpin). The spectral areas of 4.50–6.00 ppm, 2.70–2.80 ppm and 1.75–1.77 ppm where ¹H signals of water, urea and internal standard DSS are observed, were excluded. Chenomx software (NMR Suite Version 9.0, Edmonton, AB, Canada), the online Human Metabolome Database (HMDB) and data from literature, were utilized for the assignment of important and discriminant proton NMR signals of urine samples.

2.6. Statistical Analysis of NMR Data

The statistical analysis of the spectral binning data was performed using the online tool MetaboAnalyst 5.0 [34]. Multivariate analysis (MVA), consisting of the unsupervised principal component analysis (PCA) and supervised partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA), was applied on the ¹H NMR data after Pareto normalization. This normalization was selected, since NMR information does not deviate much from the original compared to autoscaling, and fewer errors related to noisy spectral regions without biological impact are conducted [35]. PCA and PLS-DA plots were examined to extract information about group clustering and potential outliers. Loadings values from PCA
model and variable importance in projection (VIP) scores >1 from PLS-DA were the main evidence source about metabolites with differentiation between groups, responsible for the group clustering. The quality of PLS-DA was ensured using the parameters as follows: goodness of fit $R^2$ and the goodness of predictability $Q^2$, after 10-fold cross-validation test. For statistical correlation of NMR data, a mono-dimensional (1D) statistical total correlation spectroscopy analysis was performed using the muma R package [36], where pareto scaled data were analyzed and the represented pseudo-NMR spectrum displayed the covariance (height) and the Pearson correlation coefficient (color) of all spectral variables (buckets) with the variable of interest being the “driver peak” or “driver signal”. Additionally, univariate analysis was performed on the successfully identified metabolites, targeting only the non-overlapping metabolites’ peaks for integration. Non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis test, followed by a false discovery rate (FDR) correction, was conducted using RStudio and metabolites with $p$-value <0.05 were characterized as significant.

2.7. Pathway Analysis and Visualization

A pathway analysis module of MetaboAnalyst 5.0, integrating enrichment analysis and pathway topology analysis through a Google Maps-style visualization system, was adopted to identify the metabolic pathways associated with the statistically significant metabolites for EOS, LOS and healthy preterms. After the import of metabolites’ compound names as data input, the Homo Sapiens pathway library from KEGG was selected. A hypergeometric test and relative betweenness centrality were preferred for over-presentation and topological analysis, respectively.

3. Results

A total of 45 metabolites were successfully detected and assigned in urine samples of the preterm neonates. Due to the complexity and peak overlapping of the $^1$H NMR urine spectra, statistically important and peaks with discriminant signals were recorded for the qualitative identification of the neonate’s urine metabolism. Table S1 represents the list of all the assigned metabolites (Supplementary materials Table S1) and the main pathway they may belong to. Further statistical analysis of the binned data was based on the reported chemical shifts to associate statistical important spectral regions with specific metabolites.

3.1. Metabolic Profile Alterations of Preterms with EOS

3.1.1. EOS Preterms Versus Non NICU Healthy Preterms

Twenty-three preterm infants ($n = 23$), hospitalized in NICU, were diagnosed with EOS and their urine NMR metabolic profiles were compared to the first day of life spectroscopic data of the control group, consisting of twenty ($n = 20$) healthy preterm neonates, treated by their mothers immediately after birth and non-hospitalized in NICU (non NICU preterms). The generated data, consisting of 359 spectral bins, were processed using Pareto normalization. The numerical data matrix was applied as input for the unsupervised PCA and the supervised PLS-DA. Both showed a clear discrimination between the two groups. According to PC1 and PC2, explaining the 73.4% of the total variance, loadings belonging to an unknown pattern of multiple peaks between 7.40–7.50 ppm and at 1.40 ppm, observed to the majority of the NMR spectra of the NICU urine samples (20 out of 23 spectra of EOS samples), were responsible for the separation (Supplementary materials Figure S1). Additionally, gluconate and lactose differed between the two groups, with EOS neonates having the higher concentration level of gluconate and lower of lactose. The PLS-DA model (Figure 1a) shows a discrimination between the two groups, with an $R^2$ of 0.664 and $Q^2$ of 0.409 for the third component after a 10-fold cross-validation test, supporting the unsupervised PCA’s clustering. VIP scores, with colored boxes on the right representing the differentiated relative concentrations of the corresponding buckets in each group (blue—low—and red—high—relative concentration) were in accordance with loadings (Figure 1b) and those with higher scores reveal lower intensity of buckets related to ppm of taurine, myo-inositol and betaine, creatinine for EOS and higher intensity of the unknown
area 7.40–7.50 ppm. The box plots of the metabolites responsible for the group clustering confirm the concentration’s alteration among the compared groups (Figure 1c). The Y axis represents the normalized concentration of the corresponding spectral region. The obtained negative values come as a result of the total spectral area normalization. The unsigned spectral region of two different types of peaks that resonate at 1.40 ppm statistically correlate with the multiple peaks at the aromatic region of 7.40–7.50 ppm. The statistical correlation was confirmed with the 1D-STOCSY (Supplementary materials Figure S2) that indicates all the correlations of all spectral variables (buckets). To further examine and highlight the structural correlations with the spectral variables that resonate at 7.40–7.50 ppm, we set as “driver peak” the variable x.1.41, which includes the signals at 1.40 ppm and the observed maximum correlation displayed between the variable x.1.41 and x.7.51. Thus, they may belong to the same metabolite or group of metabolites derived from medication or parenteral nutrition. We attribute the unknown spectral pattern at 7.40–7.50 ppm and at 1.40 ppm as a NICU metabolic-induced characteristic, since it is present predominantly in the 1H NMR spectra from NICU urine samples (Figure 2). Most of the preterm neonates hospitalized in NICU are under antibiotic treatment because of sepsis or of other infectious condition suspicion; also, prophylactic administration of broad-spectrum antibiotics is unfortunately very common. Antibiotics can lead to adverse effects, including necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC) and LOS [37]. Patton et al. studied their impact on fecal metabolome of preterm infants, but urine metabolome has not been investigated yet [38]. Our study suggests the further analysis of these unidentified spectral regions as antibiotic outcome on 1H NMR spectra of urine samples. However, in depth investigation of the antibiotic and/or additional medication effect on the urine NMR metabolic profile is beyond the scope of this research.

3.1.2. EOS Preterms versus NICU Control Preterms

1H NMR urine metabolic profile of the first day of life from twenty-three (n = 23) preterm infants with EOS was compared to that of thirteen (n = 13) preterms hospitalized in NICU without any sign or symptom of sepsis or other infection. This comparison was conducted complementary to the group of preterms without the need of hospitalization, to examine and reduce the effect of NICU hospitalization on newborns urinary metabolism. Multivariate analysis of EOS and NICU control preterms displayed less distinctive classification (Supplementary Materials Figure S3a) regarding the comparison with healthy non-NICU preterms (Supplementary Materials Figure S1a). The PLS-DA model (Figure 3a) separated the two groups, but the low value of the $R^2 = 0.491$ and the negative $Q^2$ indicate an overfitted model with low predictability. The buckets responsible for this group separation, as resulting from the PCA loadings plot (Supplementary Materials Figure S3b) and from VIP scores, are related to gluconate, threonine/lactate and 7.40 ppm chemicals shifts of unknown peaks (Figure 3b). Gluconate seems to be present in higher concentration on EOS group, but some buckets related to gluconate (4.09 ppm, 4.15 ppm) have higher VIP score in the control group. This may be justified by the shift of gluconate peaks in different spectra or the presence of sugars, such as glucose and lactose. The pattern of 7.40, 1.40 ppm had higher intensity for control neonates, and may be related to different medical treatment and nutrition. In accordance with prior analysis, EOS neonates differ from controls at the 3.25 ppm spectral region, where mainly betaine is located, overlapping myo-inositol and taurine.
1.40 ppm, observed to the majority of the NMR spectra of the NICU urine samples (20 out of 23 spectra of EOS samples), were responsible for the separation (Supplementary materials Figure S1). Additionally, gluconate and lactose differed between the two groups, with EOS neonates having the higher concentration level of gluconate and lower of lactose. The PLS-DA model (Figure 1a) shows a discrimination between the two groups, with an R2 of 0.664 and Q2 of 0.409 for the third component after a 10-fold cross-validation test, supporting the unsupervised PCA’s clustering. VIP scores, with colored boxes on the right representing the differentiated relative concentrations of the corresponding buckets in each group (blue—low—and red—high—relative concentration) were in accordance with loadings (Figure 1b) and those with higher scores reveal lower intensity of buckets related to ppm of taurine, myo-inositol and betaine, creatinine for EOS and higher intensity of the unknown area 7.40–7.50 ppm. The box plots of the metabolites responsible for the group clustering confirm the concentration’s alteration among the compared groups (Figure 1c). The Y axis represents the normalized concentration of the corresponding spectral region. The obtained negative values come as a result of the total spectral area normalization. The unassigned spectral region of two different types of peaks that resonate at 1.40 ppm statistically correlate with the multiple peaks at the aromatic region of 7.40–7.50 ppm. The statistical correlation was confirmed with the 1D-STOCSY (Supplementary materials Figure S2) that indicates all the correlations of all spectral variables (buckets). To further examine and highlight the structural correlations with the spectral variables that resonate at 7.40–7.50 ppm, we set as “driver peak” the variable x.1.41, which includes the signals at 1.40 ppm and the observed maximum correlation displayed between the variable x.1.41 and x.7.51. Thus, they may belong to the same metabolite or group of metabolites derived from medication or parenteral nutrition. We attribute the unknown spectral pattern at 7.40–7.50 ppm and at 1.40 ppm as NICU metabolic-induced characteristic, since it is present predominantly in the 1H NMR spectra from NICU urine samples (Figure 2). Most of the preterm neonates hospitalized in NICU are under antibiotic treatment because of sepsis or of other infectious condition suspicion; also, prophylactic administration of broad-spectrum antibiotics is unfortunately very common. Antibiotics can lead to adverse effects, including necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC) and LOS [37]. Patton et al. studied their impact on fecal metabolome of preterm infants, but urine metabolome has not been investigated yet [38]. Our study suggests the further analysis of these unidentified spectral regions as antibiotic outcome on 1H NMR spectra of urine samples. However, in-depth investigation of the antibiotic and/or additional medication effect on the urine NMR metabolic profile is beyond the scope of this research.

Figure 1. Multivariate analysis of NMR data belonging to neonates diagnosed with EOS (pink circles) and healthy neonates without need for NICU hospitalization (blue circles). (a) PLS-DA scores plot of the EOS and healthy non-NICU preterms. (b) VIP scores and metabolites related to buckets with different concentration among the two groups. (c) Box plots of normalized concentration for the discriminant metabolites.
3.1.2. EOS Preterms Versus NICU Control Preterms

1H NMR urine metabolic profile of the first day of life from twenty-three (n = 23) preterm infants with EOS was compared to that of thirteen (n = 13) preterms hospitalized in NICU without any sign or symptom of sepsis or other infection. This comparison was conducted complementary to the group of preterms without the need of hospitalization, to examine and reduce the effect of NICU hospitalization on newborns urinary metabolism.

Multivariate analysis of EOS and NICU control preterms displayed less distinctive classification (Supplementary Materials Figure 3Sa) regarding the comparison with healthy non-NICU preterms (Supplementary Materials Figure S1a). The PLS-DA model (Figure 3a) separated the two groups, but the low value of the $R^2 = 0.491$ and the negative $Q^2$ indicate an overfitted model with low predictability. The buckets responsible for this group separation, as resulting from the PCA loadings plot (Supplementary Materials Figure 3Sb) and from VIP scores, are related to gluconate, threonine/lactate and 7.40 ppm chemical shifts of unknown peaks (Figure 3b). Gluconate seems to be present in higher concentration on EOS group, but some buckets related to gluconate (4.09 ppm, 4.15 ppm) have higher VIP score in the control group. This may be justified by the shift of gluconate peaks in different spectra or the presence of sugars, such as glucose and lactose. The pattern of 7.40, 1.40 ppm had higher intensity for control neonates, and may be related to different medical treatment and nutrition. In accordance with prior analysis, EOS neonates differ from controls at the 3.25 ppm spectral region, where mainly betaine is located, overlapping myo-inositol and taurine.

3.1.3. EOS Metabolic Profile Progression between First and Third Day of Life

With the perspective for the validation of a metabolite for further analysis or the identification of a group of metabolites characteristic of the septic urine metabolome, the progression of the metabolome throughout the time of the condition needs to be examined. In our study a comparative analysis of urine metabolomes between the first and the third day of septic newborns’ extrauterine life was conducted. For ten (n = 10)
out of the twenty-three neonates diagnosed with EOS, urine samples and NMR data from the third day of neonates’ life are not available due to handling inaccuracies during sample collection or other excluding criteria regarding the NMR spectra (e.g., baseline and phase distortions) and the presence of lipids, characterized of broad peaks overlapping peaks of small molecules studied in this analysis. Hence, a total of twenty-six (n = 26; paired 1st and 3rd day of life) urine $^1$H NMR spectra, corresponding to each one of the thirteen (n = 13) EOS preterms, were analyzed. An initial classification of the two groups was performed via PCA, where the third principal component, explains the 79.9% of the cumulated variance (Supplementary materials Figure S4). PLS-DA corroborated and strengthened the clustering, providing a valid and reliable model (Figure 4a). The cross-validation indicated the use of the first two components as optimal for building the classification model, with $R^2 = 0.613$ and $Q^2 = 0.296$. VIP scores were in accordance with the PCA’s loadings and indicated reduced concentration of myo-inositol, gluconate, betaine, taurine, and creatinine on the third day (Figure 4b). The alteration of myo-inositol levels between the first and the third day of life has been previously reported for healthy full-term (>38 GA) neonates [33]. Specifically, in association with sepsis, increased levels of myo-inositol have also been detected on the work of Sarafidis et al. for LOS at the day of the disease’s onset [28]. The decrease in creatinine is in accordance with the Fanos et al. findings for septic neonates [30].

3.2. Metabolic Profile Alterations of Preterms with LOS

3.2.1. LOS Preterms versus Non NICU Healthy Preterms

Spectroscopic data of urine samples collected on the third day of life from eleven (n = 11) preterm neonates that developed LOS were compared to the third day’s $^1$H NMR urine profile of twelve (n = 12) non-NICU healthy preterms. The unsupervised PCA, explaining the 75.1% of the total variability within the first three components (PC1 = 43.3%, PC2 = 18.2% and PC3 = 13.6%) indicated a clear tendency for clustering the two groups. Loadings with the greatest impact caused this form of PCA plot, agreed with EOS results and reinforced the claim of the great impact of hospitalization in NICU on urine metabolome (Supplementary materials Figure S5). The supervised PLS-DA, after the cross-validation resampling method, present a reliable and predictable model with $R^2 = 0.861$ and $Q^2 = 0.788$ for the second component (Figure 5a). As expected, VIP scores highlighted gluconate and the pattern of 1.40, 7.40–7.50 ppm (Figure 5b), with significant alterations of normalized concentration among groups, clearly displayed on the box plots (Figure 5c). Multivariate analysis of LOS metabolic profile reveals similar metabolic alterations with EOS. This analysis did not add something different compared to the analysis about EOS and healthy non-NICU preterms, and it is primary evidence that the septic profile does not dramatically change in relation to time within the first three days of neonate’s life.

3.2.2. LOS Preterms Versus NICU Control Preterms

Following the same procedure with the comparisons for EOS neonates, in order to eliminate the impact of hospitalization and dietary or drugs urine excreted metabolites in urine LOS data compared to the NICU control group. In total, eleven (n = 11) $^1$H NMR urine LOS profiles were compared with nine (n = 9) $^1$H NMR urine NICU control profiles from the third day of life. Scores plot of the PCA model (Supplementary materials Figure S5a) primarily did not reveal strong discrimination and resembles the PCA plot clustering of EOS analysis. Additively, presents different urine metabolic profile with the same elevations of myo-inositol, betaine, gluconate, taurine and NICU characteristics (Supplementary materials Figure S6b). The PLS-DA model is characterized by low capacity of predictability with negative $Q^2$ values (Figure 6a). Beyond these metabolites, VIP scores revealed higher concentration of buckets belonging to sugars, for the control group (Figure 6b). The bucket of 1.17 ppm belongs to a crowded $^1$H NMR region, without a specific metabolite present to the total of urine samples.
day of neonates’ life are not available due to handling inaccuracies during sample collection or other excluding criteria regarding the NMR spectra (e.g., baseline and phase distortions) and the presence of lipids, characterized of broad peaks overlapping peaks of small molecules studied in this analysis. Hence, a total of twenty-six (n = 26; paired 1st and 3rd day of life) urine 1H NMR spectra, corresponding to each one of the thirteen (n = 13) EOS preterms, were analyzed. An initial classification of the two groups was performed via PCA, where the third principal component, explains the 79.9% of the cumulative variance (Supplementary materials Figure S4). PLS-DA corroborated and strengthened the clustering, providing a valid and reliable model (Figure 4a). The cross-validation indicated the use of the first two components as optimal for building the classification model, with R2 = 0.613 and Q2 = 0.296. VIP scores were in accordance with the PCA’s loadings and indicated reduced concentration of myo-inositol, gluconate, betaine, taurine, and creatinine on the third day (Figure 4b). The normalized concentration’s differentiated levels of the reported metabolites are clearly represented on their associated box plots (Figure 4c). The alteration of myo-inositol levels between the first and the third day of life has been previously reported for healthy full-term (>38 GA) neonates [33]. Specifically, in association with sepsis, increased levels of myo-inositol have also been detected on the work of Sarafidis et al. for LOS at the day of the disease’s onset [28]. The decrease in creatinine is in accordance with the Fanos et al. findings for septic neonates [30].

Figure 4. Multivariate analysis of NMR data belonging to urine samples of neonates diagnosed with EOS the first (green circles) and the third day (blue circles) of their life. (a) PLS-DA scores plot of the first- and third-day’s samples. (b) VIP scores and metabolites related to buckets with different concentration among the two groups. (c) Box plots of normalized concentration for the discriminant metabolites.

3.3. Metabolic Profile Alterations between EOS and LOS Neonates

LOS and EOS neonates, except the onset of the disease, present different clinical symptoms and vary on the severity of the outcome. This differentiation can be reflected also on the metabolism. So, additively to separate comparisons between EOS, LOS and control groups, multivariate analysis was conducted between the urine metabolic profile of the first day of life for twenty-three (n = 23) EOS neonates and third day of life for eleven (n = 11) LOS neonates. For the PCA model (Supplementary materials Figure S7), until the PC3 the variance explained was 70.1% and the plot showed a tendency of clustering the urine metabolic profiles of each group, which became clear on the PLS-DA plot (Figure 7a). The metabolic alterations, according to VIP scores (Figure 7b) and box plots (Figure 7c), resemble the differences among the first and third day of EOS. So, the correlation between EOS and LOS cannot be validated as this metabolic outcome may reflect the adaptation of the neonate to the extraterrestrial life. To shed light on the alterations of the septic metabolome over the days, targeted metabolomic analysis of specific metabolites already known or suspected based on metabolomics results for their association with sepsis would offer a more certain approach.
3.2. Metabolic Profile Alterations between EOS and LOS Neonates

(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 5. Multivariate analysis of NMR data belonging to neonates diagnosed with LOS (pink circles) and control neonates without need for hospitalization (blue circles). (a) PLS-DA scores plot of the LOS and healthy non-NICU preterms without need for hospitalization. (b) VIP scores and metabolites related to buckets with different concentration among the two groups. (c) Box plots of normalized concentration for the discriminant metabolites.

(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Multivariate analysis of NMR data belonging to neonates diagnosed with LOS (orange circles) and control neonates of NICU (blue circles). (a) PLS-DA scores plot of the LOS and control. (b) VIP scores and metabolites related to buckets with different concentration among the two groups.
7c), resemble the differences among the first and third day of EOS. So, the correlation between EOS and LOS cannot be validated as this metabolic outcome may reflect the adaptation of the neonate to the extrauterine life. To shed light on the alterations of the septic metabolome over the days, targeted metabolomic analysis of specific metabolites already known or suspected based on metabolomics results for their association with sepsis would offer a more certain approach.

Figure 7. Multivariate analysis of NMR data belonging to urine samples of neonates diagnosed with EOS (red circles) and neonates with LOS (green circles). (a) PLS-DA scores plot of EOS and LOS samples. (b) VIP scores and metabolites related to buckets with different concentration among the two groups. (c) Box plots of normalized concentration for the discriminant metabolites.

3.4. Univariate Statistical Analysis

A univariate statistical analysis was performed on specific metabolites with discriminant peaks. Metabolites with \( p \)-value < 0.05 (Table 2) were characterized as statistically significant. Between septic and healthy non-NICU preterms, additively to multivariate results, lactose and hippurate were highlighted as significant for EOS, and dimethylglycine for LOS group. For both septic groups decreased levels of taurine, betaine and increased levels of gluconate also shown by multivariate analysis were reinforced by univariate analysis. EOS and LOS metabolites’ comparison confirmed the initial results obtained through multivariate analysis regarding myo-inositol’s differentiation. Septic groups and control NICU preterms did not highlight any statistically significant metabolite. The box plots of the statistically significant metabolites represent the differentiation of their relative intensity between septic and healthy control non-NICU neonates (Supplementary materials Figure S8).
Table 2. Statistically significant metabolites and their \( p \)-value for EOS and LOS groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metabolites</th>
<th>( p )-Value</th>
<th>Septic Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EOS versus healthy non NICU preterms</td>
<td>Taurine 0.004</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gluconate 8 ( \times ) 10(^{-5} )</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lactose 1 ( \times ) 10(^{-4} )</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hippurate 7 ( \times ) 10(^{-5} )</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOS versus healthy non NICU preterms</td>
<td>Gluconate 0.0007</td>
<td>↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lactose 0.01</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Betaine 0.006</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N, N-Dimethylglycine 0.005</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hippurate 0.03</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5. Pathway Analysis

The identified significant metabolites from multivariate and univariate analysis were implemented into MetaboAnalyst pathway analysis module to determine a qualitative aspect of all the possibly affected metabolic pathways. A separate analysis for the EOS and LOS group was selected, as except myo-inositol, betaine, gluconate, taurine, lactose, creatinine and hippurate which were statistically significant for both groups, glucose and \( N, N \)-Dimethylglycine were characterized as significant only for EOS and LOS group, respectively. A metabolic pathway analysis depicted ten (\( n = 10 \)) altered metabolic pathways for the EOS (Figure 8a, Supplementary materials Table S2) and nine (\( n = 9 \)) for the LOS group (Figure 8b, Supplementary materials Table S3). The representation of all the identified pathways was based on the pathway impact (\( x \)-axis) and the calculated \( p \)-value (\( y \)-axis). Among the nine metabolic pathways for EOS, ascorbate/ alderate metabolism and taurine/hypotaurine metabolism were the most significant, with \( p \)-value < 0.05. Taurine/hypotaurine metabolism pathway had the largest impact factor (0.42), followed by inositol phosphate pathway (0.13). Myo-inositol and taurine were the metabolites involved in these pathways (Supplementary materials Table S2). Regarding the LOS, significant metabolites, glycine/serine, and threonine metabolism pathway, where betaine and \( N,N \)-Dimethylglycine are involved, had the lowest \( p \)-value (0.01). The pathway impact scores did not present large differences from EOS pathway analysis.

![Graphical representation of the pathway analysis](image_url)

**Figure 8.** Graphically representation of the pathway analysis. Each cycle represents a metabolic pathway, while the color and the size are based on \( p \)-value and pathway impact, respectively. (a) Pathway analysis of EOS group significant metabolites. (b) Pathway analysis of LOS significant metabolites.
4. Conclusions

The findings of our study indicate a discrete metabolic profile of septic neonates. NMR based metabolomic approach revealed the relation among septic and control neonates, highlighting gluconate, myo-inositol, hippurate, taurine, N, N-Dimethylglycine, betaine, creatinine, glucose and lactose as significant metabolites. Our study reported, for the first time, altered urinary amounts of betaine in EOS and LOS neonates and N, N-Dimethylglycine in LOS neonates. Differentiated concentration levels of taurine and hippurate via LC-MS analysis have been previously reported by Sarafidis et al., and through UPLC-MS by Mardegan et al. [28,29]; however, our study was the first to detect them in urine samples of septic neonates via NMR. The utilization of the two control groups and their discrete analysis, based on the NICU hospitalization, showed that NICU treatment has a significant impact on neonates’ urine metabolome. The observed spectral pattern indicative for the most of the NICU neonates, suggests that it is related to endogenous or exogenous metabolites of the personalized nutrition or medical treatment. Additionally, the impact of nutrition is confirmed from the greatly elevated levels of gluconate for the septic group and lactose for neonates fed from their mothers. Differentiation between EOS and LOS, and the adaptation of the fetus to neonate during the first days of extraterine life that occur in parallel are reflected to the metabolism. Changes through the first days of life, associated with EOS and LOS, highlight the necessity for chronological coupled sampling with the onset and specific time of the disease progression. This research builds on the power of NMR metabolomic analysis to determine the status of an entire organism by a small amount of non-invasive collected biological sample. The establishment of NMR analysis of metabolome for clinical research in the field of neonatology, leading to large-scale multicenter studies, gives new and promising perspectives for its incorporation into the clinical daily routine and the validation of new combined diagnostic biomarkers.
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